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Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.A science fiction story of danger and intrigue.
Eight members of SSI, Inc. aboard the Space Station PARADISE, must make desperate decisions
regarding their survival. Earthside, a DNA altering plague sweeps across the globe, their only true
lifeboat. Survival will depend on trust and cooperation, a rare commodity aboard the space station
as two individuals will insist they are the rightful COS, or Commander of Station. Several of the
scientists were to be replaced as SSI s shuttle Endeavor-3 arrives with new personnel, but the plague
places all of them on the same team despite their fears and hostilities. Each member of the team
has known and unknown reasons for placing their loyalty elsewhere. Who will anyone trust?
Information from earth becomes scarcer each day as contacts begin to fail. The usually reliable
computer systems begin to act strangely regarding who can access information. The station s
computer specialist claims to be working on it, but most believe he is really causing it for personal
reasons. The station personnel must make several critical decisions regarding their survival. How...
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This book might be worth a read, and superior to other. Of course, it really is engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. It is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Pr of . V a lentin Ha ne MD-- Pr of . V a lentin Ha ne MD

A really awesome pdf with lucid and perfect information. It is loaded with wisdom and knowledge I am just e ortlessly could get a satisfaction of reading a
composed book.
-- Cla udine Jer de-- Cla udine Jer de
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